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Abstract

Generative DNNs are a powerful tool for image synthe-
sis, but they are limited by their computational load. On
the other hand, given a trained model and a task, e.g. faces
generation within a range of characteristics, the output im-
age quality will be unevenly distributed among images with
different characteristics. It follows, that we might restrain
the model’s complexity on some instances, maintaining a
high quality. We propose a method for diminishing compu-
tations by adding so-called early exit branches to the orig-
inal architecture, and dynamically switching the computa-
tional path depending on how difficult it will be to render the
output. We apply our method on two different SOTA models
performing generative tasks: generation from a semantic
map, and cross-reenactment of face expressions; showing it
is able to output images with custom lower-quality thresh-
olds. For a threshold of LPIPS ≤ 0.1, we diminish their
computations by up to a half. This is especially relevant
for real-time applications such as synthesis of faces, when
quality loss needs to be contained, but most of the inputs
need fewer computations than the complex instances.

1. Introduction

Image synthesis by generative adversarial networks
(GANs) received great attention in the last years [64, 71],
its applications span from image-to-image translation [35]
to text-to-image rendering [21], neural head avatars gener-
ation [17] and many more. However, this approach suffers
from heavy computational burdens when challenged with
producing photo-realistic images. Our work stems from the
observation that deep neural networks (DNNs) output im-
ages with different but consistent quality when conditioned
on certain parameters. Since their expressivity is uneven
within the set of possibly generated images, it follows that
for some examples, a simpler DNN may suffice in generat-
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ing an output with the required quality.
On the other hand, approaches aimed at easing the

heavy computational load of DNNs have been applied with
great results, significantly decreasing redundant computa-
tions [2,13]. While strategies such as pruning [46,53,65] or
knowledge distillation [4,9,26] generate a DNN with fewer
parameters, early exit (EE) [42,78] is a setup that allows for
dynamic variation of the computational burden, and there-
fore presents itself as an ideal candidate for an image gen-
eration strategy aimed at outputting pictures of consistent
quality, while avoiding excessive computation due to their
irregular rendering difficulty.

Despite this, implementing EE strategies has remained
out of the scope of studies on generative models. This is
perhaps due to the fact that EE processes logits of inter-
mediate layers, thus restricting their field of application to
tasks where the latter are meaningful (e.g. in classification),
while excluding pipelines in which a meaningful output is
given only at the last layer (e.g. generative convolutional
networks).

We propose a method that employs an EE strategy for
image synthesis, dynamically routing the computational
flow towards the needed exit in accordance to pictures’
complexity, therefore reducing computational redundancy
while maintaining consistent quality. To accomplish this,
we employ three main elements, which constitute the novel
contributions of our work.

First, we attach exit branches to the original DNN (re-
ferred as the backbone), as portrayed in Fig. 1. These
branches are built of lightweight version of the modules
constituting the backbone architecture, their complexity can
be tuned in accordance with the desired quality-cost rela-
tion. Their depth (i.e. number of modules) varies in ac-
cordance to the number of backbone modules left after the
point they get attached to. In this way, intermediate back-
bone logits are fairly processed.

In second place, we make use of a small database of fea-
tures, from which guiding examples are selected and used to
condition image generation by concatenating them to the in-
put of each branch. These features are obtained by process-
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ing a selection of images by the first layers of the backbone.
Its presence yields a quality gain for earlier exits, at the ex-
pense of a small amount of memory and computations, thus
harmonizing exits’ output quality. This is extremely handy
for settings where real-time rendering is needed and guid-
ing examples can be readily provided, such as neural avatar
generation.

Lastly, the third component of our workflow is a predic-
tor, namely a DNN trained on the outputs of our branches,
and capable of indicating the exit needed for outputting an
image of a given quality. This element is fundamental for
ensuring a consistent lower-quality threshold, as we will
see.

Our method is applicable to already trained models, but
requires additional training for the newly introduced com-
ponents. We report its application to two distinct tasks
of the image synthesis family, namely generation from a
semantic map, and cross-reenactment of face expressions.
Our main result may be summarized in this way: the method
is easily applicable to already existing and trained genera-
tive models, it is capable of outputting images with custom
lower-quality threshold by routing easier images to shorter
computational paths, and the mean gain in terms of saved
computations per quality loss is, respectively, 1.2 × 103,
and 1.3× 103 GFLOPs/LPIPS for the two applications.

2. Related work
2.1. Conditional generative adversarial networks

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are a class of
generative frameworks based on the competition between
two neural networks, namely a generator and a discrimina-
tor [23–25]. While the latter performs a classification task
(decides whether a generated image is real or not), the for-
mer synthesises an image from a target distribution.

Conditional GANs are a variation of the original frame-
work [52]. Their architecture allows for the input of addi-
tional information, which is used to restrict the target space
according to it. In this way, the network may be condi-
tioned, for instance, by mask [35], label [55], or text [60].

2.2. Neural head avatars

Recent years have seen the rise of neural head avatars
as a practical method for creating head models. They al-
low to reenact a face with given expression and pose. Such
models could be divided into two groups – the ones with la-
tent geometry [5,15,17,80,81] and those with 3d prior, e.g.
head mesh [16, 20, 28, 43, 43, 48, 84]. Additionally, there is
a set of papers, targeting the whole human body, including
the head and face, which could be divided by input data re-
quirements. Some of them take only few images [1], others
require a video [7,22,31,33,40,41,58,79,85]. In this work
we refer to [17], as the state-of-the-art method for one-shot,

high-resolution neural head reenactment.

2.3. Early exits

Early exits are a computational-saving strategy em-
ployed mainly in classification tasks [45,62]. They are char-
acterized by the addition of outputs to the DNN, from which
an approximation of the final result can be obtained at a
lower computational cost. They were rediscovered through
the years as a standalone approach, despite being natively
implemented in architectures such as Inception [67] as a
countermeasure to overfitting. Seldomly this approach has
also been called cascade learning [47,51,73], adaptive neu-
ral network [3] or simply branching [61]. Proposed im-
plementations differ on three design choices: exits’ archi-
tecture, i.e. what type of layers to use for processing the
backbone’s logits; where to append exits in order to spread
evenly computations among them; and how to choose the
computational path. The latter issue is often solved by im-
plementing a confidence mechanism and selecting a single
exit [42, 68, 86] or reusing predictions for further computa-
tions [76,78]. To a lesser extent, learnable exit policies have
been proposed as well [8, 12, 61].

2.4. Predictor

Changing computational path on a per-input basis has
been proposed as a way for efficiently utilizing a single
exit during inference [49, 54]. Our approach is inspired
by a technique pioneered in the field of neural architec-
ture search: the use of a so-called predictor to speed up
the performance estimation of a given architecture [6, 75],
as well as in natural language processing [18, 77], and has
been applied to inference through early exits for resource-
constrained edge AI. [14].

2.5. Database use

Early image synthesis methods were based on the re-
trieval of examples from large image datasets [30, 34, 39,
44]. This is in contrast with contemporary DNN techniques,
which rely on a large number of parameters to output photo-
realistic images. On the other hand, semi-parametric gener-
ation has been proposed in order to exploit strengths of both
approaches [59, 66, 69]. In particular, the use of patches,
reminiscent of the old methods, seems to achieve great ac-
curacy [27, 50, 70].

Storing a large image database poses a problem when it
comes to querying it in order to extract the needed sample.
Looking for guiding images, we must employ an algorithm
that will quickly find a similar picture or patch. To this end,
we borrow from the literature that employs caches [29, 56]
and in particular nearest-neighbours search [27, 36, 82],
where pretrained models are used as visual feature extrac-
tors, and the weights of the image encoders are fixed.
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Figure 1. Our pipeline. In this example, the backbone generator is composed of yellow modules l1 through l4. We append three branches,
thus adding early exits 1 through 3. Each branch has a different depth, and is composed of lightweight modules l̃i. We show the computa-
tional path for two distinct inputs. The top input (red contour) is fed to the predictor (shown at the top), which deems it complex enough to
require exit 4 for the given quality threshold. The bottom input (green contour), instead, needs only exit 2 to satisfy quality requirements.
For both examples, an auxiliary image is retrieved from the database, in order to guide the synthesis.

3. Our method
Our goal is to implement an early exit mechanism into

a GAN model in order to render quickly easier images. To
this end, we implement three elements:

3.1. Depth-varying exit branches

As discussed, GANs are composed of two competing
DNNs: a generator G and a discriminator D. The former is
designed to synthesize arbitrary images when given a low-
dimensional random vector of features: G : z → g. The
latter learns to distinguish between the generated images’
distribution pg = G(pz) and the one from the original ex-
amples pdata. Their objectives can be summarized in the
form of a minimax game:

min
G

max
D

LAdv(G,D) =

Ex∼pdata
[logD(x)] + Ez∼pz

[logD(G(z))] . (1)

By providing conditions c (e.g. in the form of labels) to both
generator and discriminator, the former can learn to synthe-
size images from a subspace of pg: G(pz, c) = pg(c) ⊂ pg .

Any GAN generator is composed of a series of convo-
lutional modules we label li. The output of each module,
namely lk ◦ lk−1 ◦ · · · ◦ l1(z, c) constitutes a candidate for
an early exit, but it is not a rendered image. For this rea-
son, we need to process it by a series of additional convolu-
tions, before we can retrieve an image from it. These new

convolutional l̃i modules constitute what we call a branch.
As portrayed in Fig. 1, we append branches to the back-
bone architecture after each of its modules. Their depth,
i.e. the number of modules they are made of, varies in ac-
cordance with their attach point. For a backbone built out
of N modules, after module k, we append a branch of
length N − k. The branches’ modules are less complex,
than the backbones’, their width, i.e. number of channels,
is decreased. In this way, at the output of each branch
l̃N ◦· · ·◦ l̃k+1 ◦ lk ◦ lk−1 ◦· · ·◦ l1(z, c), we retrieve an image
rendered with a lesser number of computations than at the
backbone’s output. Each branch is trained by adversarial
loss with copies of the backbone original discriminator.

3.2. Exit predictor

During the inference phase, having a set of trained
branches, each image can be synthesised through a differ-
ent exit. Given a quality threshold, we want to be able to
select only the branch that will achieve it performing the
least possible calculations. To do this, we employ a neural
network we call predictor P , constituted by convolutional
and fully connected layers (see supplementary material for
details on its architecture and training). We train our predic-
tor by supervised learning, using the backbone inputs (z, c)
as training examples, and LPIPS scores S for images gen-
erated by branches as labels.

Lpred(z, c;S) = ∥P (z, c)− S∥2. (2)
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Figure 2. Examples of branches’ outputs for the OASIS pipeline. The input consists of a semantic map and a 3D noise.

Once trained, by feeding an input to the trained predictor,
we can quickly get an estimation of each branch’s output
quality, and thus use this information to route the computa-
tional flow toward the exit which performs the least compu-
tations, while upholding the threshold.

3.3. Database

To further improve synthesis quality, we shift from a
purely parametric method to a semi-parametric, in which
the generating process is guided by patches fetched from a
relatively small database. This ensures an increase in qual-
ity more prominent in earlier exits, which are the fastest, but
suffer the most from the quality decrease due to their lower
number of parameters. By adding a moderate amount of
memory and computations, we achieve better results, har-
monizing the output quality of different branches.

In the database, we store a collection of key-value pairs.
Keys are given by applying to the images all the trained lay-
ers of the backbone prior to the first branch, and cutting the
obtained features into non-overlapping patches. Values are
obtained by applying the trained layers of the backbone up
to its middle, and cutting the resulting features into patches.
During inference, we process each input trough the back-
bone, up to the layer prior to the first branch. We then
take the resulting features, cut them into patches, and for
each patch we search the database for the closest key. Once
we retrieve the values corresponding to all patches, we glue
them together and concatenate the obtained features to the
input of each branch.

3.4. Computational saving metric

To quantify the success of our method, we introduce a
simple measure of the saved computations. Since we trade

quality for computations, we can use the ratio [saved com-
putations] / [quality loss]. As measure units we will use,
respectively, GFLOPs* and LPIPS [83]. For instance, in the
cross-reenactment of face expressions, we achieve a mean
quality gain of 1.3×103 GFLOPs/LPIPS, meaning that low-
ering the quality threshold by +0.01 LPIPS will yield a de-
crease of 13 GFLOPs.

4. Implementations

Our method can be applied to a multitude of DNNs for
different synthesis tasks. To showcase its generality, we ap-
ply it to two distinct image synthesis tasks: (1) Outdoors
photographs synthesis starting from a semantic label map,
using the Cityscapes dataset [11], and taking as backbone
the OASIS architecture [63]; (2) Neural head avatars syn-
thesis, starting from a picture that acts as the avatar’s target
expression and position, and using as backbone the Mega-
Portraits architecture [17].

4.1. Landscapes from semantic map

For the implementation of synthesis by semantic map,
we used outdoor images with semantic maps from the
Cityscapes dataset [11]. We implemented our pipeline tak-
ing as backbone the OASIS model [63], which takes as in-
put a semantic map in conjunction with a 3D noise tensor
for diversifying outputs. The OASIS generator consists of
6 SPADE ResNet modules [57], which in our definitions
constitute the backbone modules li, i ∈ [[1, 6]]. We ap-
pended 4 branches, one after each backbone module l1 to
l4. The branches’ modules l̃i were SPADE ResNet mod-
ules as well, and their length varied in order to preserve

*Floating point operations
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Figure 3. Distribution of computations among branches of the OASIS backbone for a range of imposed LPIPS thresholds. For each
threshold, the predictor routes the computation towards one of five possible exits based on the input’s complexity it learned. As quality
requirements decrease, the use of the first branches becomes more prominent. All distributions were obtained sampling the same 500 test
images and using SF=1/4. Overall GFLOPs for each distribution are shown by the solid line, while their absolute values are shown on the
right.
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Figure 4. Relation between quality (expressed in FID units) and
computations for all branches at different scale factors of the OA-
SIS implementation, with the use of the guiding database.

k + len = 6 ∀k ∈ [[1, 4]], as discussed in Sec. 3.1. They
constituted a lightweight variant of the backbone modules
since we reduced their width, i.e. number of channels, by
imposing a scale factor (SF) s = 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 in order
to reduce computations. A detailed explanation of how we
scale down channel numbers is given in the supplementary
material. We thus created a total of 5 computational routes
for each scale factor, their GFLOPs are listed in Table 1.

We trained each branch by imposing adversarial losses,
as in Eq. (1), generated by competing against copies of
the OASIS discriminator. Alongside, we also imposed
VGG [37] and LPIPS [83] losses using as ground truth the

SF 1 2 3 4 BB

1/2 157 171 193 227
1/3 137 154 182 227 319
1/4 120 138 168 227

Table 1. Comparison between GFLOPs of all 5 computational
routes through branches and the OASIS backbone (BB, rightmost
column). Different rows correspond to different scale factors (SF).
The scale factor does not equally affect all modules, since we im-
posed a minimum number of channels equal to 64, after which no
further scaling is imposed.

image synthesized by the backbone.

LBranch = LOASIS + αLVGG + βLLPIPS, (3)

where α and β are hyperparameters we chose in order to
equalize the losses’ contribution. A thorough list of all hy-
perparameters and training details is given in the supple-
mentary material.

In order to implement the key-value database for guid-
ing image generation (as discussed in Sec. 3.3), we ran-
domly selected 500 semantic maps from the train dataset.
For each one of them, we created 100 different inputs using
a fixed set of 3D noises. We fed the inputs into the first 2D
convolutional layer and the subsequent ResNet module of
the backbone. The obtained features were then divided into
8× 16 = 128 non-overlapping patches, in accordance with
their resolution, which gave us the keys. The values were
extracted by processing the inputs up to the third ResNet
module of the backbone and cutting the obtained features
into the same patches. The database is populated once at the
beginning of the training phase. To decrease the redundancy
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Figure 5. Examples of branches’ outputs for the MegaPortraits pipeline. The model has a source face whose traits must be transferred to
the driver’s face. The synthesis is guided by the start image, which was selected from a database containing 960 frames with the source
appearance, because of its similarity to the driver’s pose and expression. LPIPS is measured cutting out the background.

in keys, we applied FPS sampling [19] to them. During the
forward phase, after an input was processed through the first
2D convolutional layer and the subsequent ResNet layer, it
was divided into 128 patches. Subsequently, the database
was searched for the key most similar to each patch with
the aid of the FAISS library [38]. All 128 retrieved val-
ues were then glued accordingly. We used this composed
feature to guide the synthesis process by concatenating it
to each branch’s input after due resizing performed by a
convolution. The resulting distribution of quality among
all branches, evaluated by the Fréchet inception distance
(FID) [32], is shown in Fig. 4.

Finally, the pipeline comprehending all generating
branches and the backbone, together with the database guid-
ance, was used to produce the dataset for training the pre-
dictor (as discussed in Sec. 3.2). Since the OASIS input
consists of a semantic map and a high-dimensional random
noise space, we restricted the training to 100 fixed noise
vectors in combination with the Cityscapes train set. In this
way we achieved a mean error of 5% on the validation set.

The overall result for the whole pipeline at SF= 1/4 is
summarized by Fig. 3. The latter shows the distribution of
branches chosen by the predictor at various quality thresh-
olds. One can see how different thresholds affect the exit’s
choice: while imposing very high quality narrows the spec-
trum of possible exits, at lower (but nonetheless high) re-
quirements, all additional branches are utilized. Most im-
portantly, the GFLOPs count shows a dramatic decrease of
computations when earlier branches are used. By approxi-
mating the GFLOPs curve to a constant slope, we can esti-
mate a mean gain factor of 1.2× 103 GFLOPs/LPIPS.

SF 1 2 3 BB

1/3 65 100 136
1/6 51 89 135 213
1/15 47 85 127

Table 2. Comparison between GFLOPs of all 4 computational
routes through branches and the MegaPortraits backbone (BB,
rightmost column). Different rows correspond to different scale
factors (SF).

4.2. Neural head avatars

For the neural head avatar implementation, we exploited
the VoxCeleb2 dataset [10]. We based ourselves on the
MegaPortraits generating method [17] for 512 × 512 pix-
els images. This pipeline consists of multiple steps ensur-
ing the transfer of traits from a source face to a driver face.
We took as backbone modules li, i ∈ [[1, 9]] its final set of
modules comprehending 9 residual blocks, which amount
to a total of 213 GFLOPs. We attached 3 branches, one af-
ter backbone’s block number 2, 4, and 6. Their modules
l̃i were the same residual blocks, and their respective depth,
i.e. number of modules, mirrored that of the remaining path:
8, 6 and 4, thus maintaining k+ len = 9 ∀k ∈ {2, 4, 6}. To
lighten the branches, we imposed three different scale fac-
tors to the modules’ width, i.e. number of channels. Their
overall GFLOPs are listed in Tab. 2.

We trained our branches by imposing adversarial losses,
as in Eq. (1), obtained competing with copies of the Mega-
Portraits discriminator. Alongside, we imposed VGG [37],
MS-SSIM [74] and L1 losses between the branches’ and
the backbones’ synthetic images. Additionally, we used
the backbone’s intermediate features to impose a feature-
matching loss (FM) [72] and retained the original gaze
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loss (GL) [17].

LBranch =

LAdv + c1LVGG + c2LMS-SSIM + c3L1 + c4LFM + c5LGL,
(4)

where coefficients ci were chosen to harmonize the losses’
effects. A list of all hyperparameters and training details is
given in the supplementary material.

We populated our database by pictures of the source face
with a plethora of different orientations and expressions. At
each iteration, we searched the database for the face most
similar to the driver’s, i.e. the one which orientation and ex-
pression we want to obtain. To perform this search, we fed
the driver to the first module of MegaPortraits, which ex-
trapolates the angles describing face direction, and a multi-
dimensional vector which encodes face expression. We
exploited this feature and designed a different key-value
search. We employed 3 angles for the encoding of face
directions, while the expression space is 512-dimensional.
Once we obtained a key characterizing the driver, we looked
for the closest one from the images in the database. The
retrieved value was then concatenated to the input of each
branch module l̃i after due resizing. The resulting distribu-
tion of quality among branches is shown in Fig. 6.

Finally, we trained the predictor as discussed in Sec. 3.2,
on LPIPS scores obtained comparing the branches’ with the
backbone’s output. Afterwards, we were able to impose
any quality threshold and the predictor was able to choose
the path that satisfied it with the least computation. The
overall results for the whole pipeline are summarized by
Fig. 7. One can see how lower-quality thresholds can be
maintained with a great decrease in GFLOPs due to the use
of lighter branches. By approximating the GFLOPs curve
to a constant slope, we can estimate a mean gain factor of
1.3× 103 GFLOPs/LPIPS.

5. Ablation study
Although the image generation is possible without the

database of guiding images, we find it essential for ensuring
the quality of earlier branches. It can be in fact argued that
its implementation harmonizes exits’ output quality, by af-
fecting the most the earliest branches, as testified by Fig. 8.

Additionally, the database can be used to amend for the
deficiency of the training set. As we will see in the next
section, part of the difficulty in rendering is due to a lack of
the DNN training, which may very well be inherent to the
specific task, as for neural head avatars generation. By pro-
viding guiding examples, we somewhat “patch” the holes in
the training.

As discussed, our implementation of the dynamical rout-
ing relies on the creation of suitable early exit, as well as the
use of a predictor. The latter is essential to enforce custom
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Figure 6. Relation between quality (expressed in LPIPS units)
and computations for all branches at different scale factors of
the MegaPortraits implementation, with the use of the guiding
database.
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Figure 7. Distribution of computations among branches of the
MegaPortraits backbone for a range of imposed LPIPS thresh-
olds. For each threshold, the predictor routes the computation to-
wards one of four possible exits based on the input’s complexity it
learned. All distributions were obtained by sampling the same 702
test images and using SF=1/15. Overall GFLOPs for each distri-
bution are shown by the solid line, while their absolute values are
shown on the right.

quality thresholds, since the use of single exits is will pro-
duce only images with fixed quality distributions.

Furthermore, although all branches have a certain mean
quality, captured by their FIDs (see Fig. 4 as an example),
we can’t rely on just a single branch to produce images with
consistent quality. The variation in quality of each exit is
quite wide and it gets wider in the earliest ones, as portrayed
in Fig. 8. The predictor prevents this by choosing a heav-
ier branch when quality can’t be provided by a lighter one.
The comparison between quality distributions of images ob-
tained from single branches and those obtained by the use of
the predictor, set to output a threshold equal to the branches’
mean quality, is shown in Fig. 9. We can clearly see how the
predictor enforces the threshold by routing difficult images
towards the next branches, thus shifting the distribution.
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6. Discussion

Our method is widely applicable, since it can be applied
to all models that employ a multi-layer decoder, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The presence of multiple layers is our
only requirement, since branches take as input the output of
these layers. This includes models that take random noise
as input, such as StyleGAN. Such implementation is almost
identical to the one for the OASIS model, only without the
concatenation of a semantic map to the noises used in the
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Figure 10. Comparison between number of images routed to dif-
ferent branches in relation to their head rotation. We used the
branches for SF=1/15. Distributions were obtained sampling 702
images in total. Curves are the result of kernel density estimation
with bandwidth 0.5. The quality threshold was set at 0.09 LPIPS.

database and for the predictor training.
As we stated, not all images are equally difficult to gener-

ate. This irregularity lays at the core of our method. A mul-
titude of reasons is responsible for such uneven difficulty
distribution. For instance, if we consider the neural head
avatar generation problem, one may argue that the DNN is
not ideally trained. Some head rotations or expressions may
be less present during the training phase, and thus require
a heavier model to output images with high quality. We
analyzed this problem by comparing images with different
head rotations and expressions, and their quality. Specifi-
cally, by using our pipeline, we generated 702 head avatars
and looked at which branch they were routed by the predic-
tor. By plotting the faces distribution in relation to the angle
between them and database images used for guidance, we
could clearly see how the rendering difficulty is correlated
with this distance. The greater the angle between the two
images, the higher the difficulty gets, as reported in Fig. 10.

7. Limitations

Although our method can save a great amount of com-
putations, it has some limitations. One can not apply our
pipeline as it is to transformers and other synthesis algo-
rithms that don’t comprehend a decoder. There is no single
recipe for populating the database. We chose to populate
it randomly, but this may actually not be the best choice.
Since we need to generate a training dataset for the pre-
dictor, we need additional training inputs, thus the size of
viable databases is increased. All the branches need addi-
tional training, and the memory used for storing the whole
pipeline is higher that the one used for the original DNN.
We assume the batch size is equal to 1 due to real-time ap-
plication scenario. In case of batched execution, it will re-
quire some orchestration and batch accumulation algorithm
in order to infer efficiently, since different images in batch
may undergo different computational routes.
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